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This is Terri Newlon from Sedona, Arizona, USA. www.TerriNewlon.com
You can also listen to the following message, and all subsequent messages which change every
Thursday. The latest message is available 24/7:
By telephone: 1.918.222.7201, Box 163
Or on your computer: http://www.audioacrobat.com/play/WC4rwp5k
(clear the cache on your computer if you hear an old version)
And here is Djwhal Khul’s latest Spirituality Article:
(Channeling begins)
Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We are going to begin with a beautiful violet flame coming up from Mother Earth, flowing
all through the body; literally many violet flames dancing their way upward, through the structure
and out of the crown chakra, maybe off the top of the shoulders, etc. Let that violet flame energy
transforming and purifying the energy field to prepare one for the vibration of Joy. It is rather hard
to bring Joy to the World when there is a chip on the shoulder or guilt in the gut and what not. So
we want that violet flame dancing upward through the body just gently purifying and cleansing any
of the energies: pain the neck, pain in the behind, you know any of those symptoms, headache.
You want the violet flame to just sort of purify the energy that might be stagnant in that area of
the body as well as that area of the emotions, or the thought forms, etc. Good.
Alright now we are going to invoke the 9th Ray which is a blue green color, 9th Ray is Joy. It is
Exquisite Joy when we work with the vibration of positive aspect only. We are going to work with
the full vibration. The normal 12th Ray energy and let’s bring that energy, I am sorry, 9th Ray and
bring that energy down. There are 12 Rays in total. We have a 12 Ray Attunement on the website
at http://www.terrinewlon.com/12_ray_attunements.htm. And you can look that up if you want
any more information on the 12 Rays.
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We are working with blue green 9th Ray which is Joy. And the blue green color actually has a
luminescent quality to it; kind of a sparkly, holographic kind of quality and let’s bring that in from
above; really breathe it down, coming in through the top of the head, breathing it down through
the body [Exhale].
One of my trademark teachings is that you cannot give what you do not have, so in order to spread
Joy to the World, one must first embody that quality, same thing as Love. If you are not feeling
very loving, you really can’t give that energetically to others. So we are going to work
energetically just being in a state of Love and Joy with 9th Ray vibration, bleu green color.
Let that energy come down from above surround you; maybe even encapsulate you like a cocoon
where you really can just feel that energy: Joy, Joy, Joy. Vibrationally since it’s a 9th Ray it’s a 99-9. Now I know in the UK 9-9-9 is like the emergency number that you dial when there is
something unpleasant going on so if you are in that region of the country, just kind of go with the
esoteric teachings of the number 9 is Joy and when you put the triple emphasis you are putting the
Holy Trinity of Joy.
Let that vibration come through the body and you might even fluff the energy , fluff the Joy,
spread it around a little bit more. You want to make it strong in your own aura before you
broadcast it to the world.
Alright. Now you shake out the hands. If you have a globe or a map of the world or anything like
that, or maybe just the intent, you have seen the planet from a space shuttle photograph or
something and you are sending; cup your hands toward the earth. We are going to just let this
beautiful blue green, 9th Ray color, flow out of the body, through the hands, into the Earth.
[Exhale]. And you can send it down, you can just send it down into the Earth wherever you are
sitting or standing or what not.
Go ahead and send the blue green color Joy to the World. Now we are sending it primarily to the
planet: that blue green layer will surround the planetary energy field and that affects all beings
that live on the planet: humans, animals, plants, minerals, living water, all of that energy can just
now soak up that Joy to the World.
And as a final reverberation here of the energies - allow yourself to just feel that joyous energy
start coming up through the pads of your feet. In other words, confirmation that your work has
been felt because you yourself have been absorbing more Joy from the Earth. Let the energy just
come right up the body. You may feel like celebrating, dancing, singing, or something of that
nature, to help further integrate the energies.
All right. As always, thank you and my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
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